MEETING TODAY'S NEEDS

RICE'S TEXTBOOK OF BACTERIOLOGY

New (3rd) Edition!—Dr. Rice has given his book a very careful editing for this New (3rd) Edition. New facts have been added throughout to bring the data given up-to-date.

This text is notable for its close adherence to essentials and definite facts. It consequently presents a great deal of information in a comparatively small space. Furthermore, Dr. Rice continually applies bacteriology to medicine—to the etiology, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of disease.

The forms and structures of bacteria are concisely described and each type of bacteria is taken up in complete detail.

By THURMAN B. RICE, A.M., M.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Public Health, Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis. 560 pages, 6 1/2 x 9 1/4, illustrated. $5.00

BOLDUAN'S PUBLIC HEALTH AND HYGIENE

Third Edition!—This is an ideal text for courses in community hygiene and public health. It is authoritative, well written, and covers the subject in an unusually complete fashion without, however, being verbose. The material presented is organized in five parts, giving first a general discussion of fundamentals, from which the student is led into considerations of important communicable diseases, important noncommunicable diseases, community hygiene and health administration. Disease transmission, the modern scientific methods of disease prevention, the institutional, social and economic factors in public health, water supply, industrial hygiene and occupational disease, etc. are all taken up.

By CHARLES FREDERICK BOLDUAN, M.D., Director, Bureau of Health Education, Department of Health, City of New York, and Nils W. Bolduan, M.D., Medical Director, School Health Service, Scarsdale, N. Y. 366 pages, 5 3/4 x 8 1/2, illustrated. $5.00

WILLIAMS' PERSONAL HYGIENE APPLIED

New (7th) Edition!—In writing this text, Dr. Williams' aim was to teach the student how "to live most and to serve best." With great force and vividness he explains the meaning of health, then tells and shows the student how to apply the knowledge of hygiene to everyday life. Each system of the body is taken up and an excellent chapter included on hygiene of nutrition in which the vitamins are fully covered. This is indeed a sound and sane text from which the student quickly learns.

By JESSE FEERING WILLIAMS, M.D., Sc.D., Teachers College, Columbia University. 529 pages, 5 3/4 x 7 3/4, illustrated. $2.50

MILLARD & KING'S ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

New Book!—Although but recently published, this text has been quick to gain the favor and endorsement of educators. Anatomy and physiology become live subjects under the handling of these authors and student response and progress have proved especially gratifying. Structure is presented from the standpoint of architectural plans which are repeated frequently in the body. The anatomical systems serve as a basis for the understanding of physiological principles. There are 385 illustrations.

By NELLIE MILLARD, R.N., M.A., Instructor in Anatomy and Physiology, School of Nursing, Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago; and BARRY GRIFFITH KING, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York. 525 pages, 5 3/4 x 7 3/4, with 236 illustrations. $3.00
RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Carnegie Institution of Washington
Washington, D.C.

Pub. No.

534. MacGinitie, Harry D. A Miocene Eocene Flora from the Central Sierra Nevada. (Contributions to Palaeontology). Quarto, iii + 178 pages, 5 text figures, 47 plates. Paper, $2.00; cloth, $2.50.


Year Book No. 40 (July 1, 1940–June 30, 1941). Octavo, xxxii + 10 + 346 pages, 4 text figures. Paper, $1.00; cloth, $1.50. Reports on current research from all the departments of the Institution.

The Carnegie Institution of Washington, Washington, D.C., has published some 750 volumes covering the wide range of its researches. Orders may be placed direct or through regular dealers. Advise subjects in which you are interested, and catalogue will be sent upon request.
Here is one way you can help the VICTORY PROGRAM

B-300 Justrite Replaceable Blade Scalpel, Each $.50, dozen $5.00.

B-300X Extra Blades for above, dozen $1.00.


For other dissecting kits in which this new scalpel can be substituted see our Catalog No. 102 (Orange Cover) pages 60-65.

Revised price list on request.

When sending your next order for dissecting kits, instead of ordering your sets "same as had previously" we urge you to change your specifications for your regular scalpel to the Clay-Adams Co. No. B-300 JUSTRITE Replaceable Blade Scalpel as illustrated.

Here is the reason . . . Practically all scalpels require a considerable amount of skilled hand labor—the same labor urgently needed for making Surgical Instruments for War and Civilian needs.

Recently we developed the JUSTRITE Scalpel which is almost entirely machine made by modern high speed production methods—thus helping along the production of Surgical Instruments. This Scalpel, however, is not inferior, but offers definite advantages over the conventional style of scalpels, the same advantages that have resulted in the almost universal adoption of replaceable blade scalpels by Surgeons throughout the World. A few simple motions and the old blade is replaced by a new, razor edged blade, at a cost of less than ten cents each. Naturally, JUSTRITE Scalpels are not as carefully finished as the scalpels that Surgeons use; the cost would not be in keeping with student needs.

Please specify these scalpels on your next order. In doing so, you will be getting a very satisfactory instrument and at the same time, aid in the effort to conserve material and labor more vitally needed for other purposes.

THANK YOU.

CLAY-ADAMS CO INC.
44 EAST 23rd STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.
NON-CORROSIVE, RED LABEL
MICRO COVER GLASSES
STOCKS NOW AMPLE FOR ALL EXPECTED REQUIREMENTS

Showing ½ oz. round wooden boxes and carton containing twelve ½ oz. boxes (6 ounces)


This is a glass of the highest resistance to attack by moisture, slightly greenish in color, remarkably free from brittleness, very flat, and guaranteed against corrosion in any climate. Packed in ½ ounce, red labelled, round wooden boxes which, in turn, are packed in cardboard cartons containing twelve boxes (six ounces), for convenient shelf storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Per oz.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Squares and Small Rectangles, i.e. up to and including 24 x 40 mm</td>
<td>$1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Do, Do</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Circles</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Do, Do</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Large Rectangles, i.e. 24 x 50 mm and upward</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Do, Do</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10% discount in carton containing 6 oz., one size, shape and thickness only. 15% discount in lots of 48 oz. assorted sizes and shapes, 20% discount in lots of 72 oz. for No. 1 and No. 2.

NOTE—Odd quantities over 6, 48 and 72 ounces, respectively, carry the same discounts.

Above prices are those effective since February 15th, 1941, at which time an advance was made necessary because of increases in the cost of the glass and advances in war risk insurance rates. We have made no advances because of scarcity.

Copy of pamphlet EE-121, "Micro Cover Glasses and Slides", giving more detailed listing, sent upon request.

ARTHUR H. THOMAS COMPANY
RETAIL—WHOLESALE—EXPORT
LABORATORY APPARATUS AND REAGENTS
WEST WASHINGTON SQUARE PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

Cable Address, BALANCE, Philadelphia
Special Products
FOR
NUTRITIONAL RESEARCH

LABORATORY DIET MATERIALS SMACO
PACKED IN HERMETICALLY SEALED TINS

- Vitamin A Test Diet—U.S.P. XI
- Vitamin B Complex Free Diet
- Rachitogenic Diet No. 2—U.S.P. XI
- Vitamin Free Casein
- Salt Mixture No. 2—U.S.P. XI

Bio-assay protocols available upon request

CRYSTALLINE VITAMINS SMACO

Carotene—Crystalline (90% beta—10% alpha)
- Alpha Carotene
- Beta Carotene
- Vitamin A
- Thiamine Hydrochloride (Vitamin B₁)
- Riboflavin
- Pyridoxine Hydrochloride
- Nicotinic Acid (Pyridine 3-Carboxylic Acid)
- Nicotinic Acid Amide (Pyridine 3-Carboxylic Acid Amide)
- Ascorbic Acid (Vitamin C)
- 2-Methyl-1, 4-Naphthoquinone
- p-Aminobenzoic Acid
- Choline Chloride
- Calcium Pantothenate
- Alpha Tocopherol
- Biotin Concentrate—Crystalline Biotin (Methyl-Ester)
- Crystalline Biotin (Free Acid)
- Inositol

These products are prepared according to methods specifically developed to meet the strict requirements of our own research laboratories.

Complete information on prices, quantities, etc., supplied upon request.

Research Laboratories

S. M. A. CORPORATION • CHAGRIN FALLS • OHIO
A Message of Confidence

The war has brought many changes to the Bell System. The nation needed telephone facilities in new places. It needed more facilities in the usual places. It needed all those facilities in a hurry.

Shortages of essential materials brought new problems and new achievements in research and in manufacturing. Telephone calls increased about ten million a day.

Yet all this has been done without great change in your telephone service. Millions of subscribers have felt no difference. The record as a whole has been good. That is the way it should be and the Bell System aims to keep it that way.

But when war needs delay your call, when you can't get just the service or equipment you need, let's put the blame right where it belongs—on the war.

Bell Telephone System

Service to the Nation in Peace and War
Bacteriologists in many different fields have contributed suggestions for the construction of an ideal incubator that meets modern needs more adequately than incubators of the past. These ideas have been developed with modern materials into the Cenco Forced-Circulation Incubator.

Made entirely of metal, the atmosphere of the incubating chamber can be humidified without deleterious effect. Unusual uniformity of temperature distribution and constancy of temperature within small limits is secured by rapid circulation of the air of the incubator chamber by a motor-driven fan. The incubator operates at any desired temperature to 40°C above room temperature. The maximum temperature variation and difference on any shelf is ±0.1°C.

Dimensions — Outside: Height, 50 inches; width, 29 inches; depth, 23 inches. Inside: Height, 31½ inches; width, 21 inches; depth, 20 inches. Shelf dimensions: Width, 20½ inches; depth, 18½ inches.

46023 CENCO FORCED-CIRCULATION INCUBATOR - - $210.00

Central Scientific Company

Scientific Instruments & Laboratory Apparatus

CHICAGO 1700 Irving Park Road Lakeview Station

BOSTON 79 Amherst St., Cambridge A Station
An Eye Saved is Production Time Saved

JUST a slight accident. A fragment hurtles straight at the operator's eye. Broke the lens of his safety goggle, of course, but there were no flying splinters of glass. Every workman in the room knows that, without impact-resistant safety lenses, Andy would have lost an eye.

Safety goggles, for industrial use, constitute just one of many Bausch & Lomb products making significant contributions to America's war program. Instruments for industrial research and production —metallographic equipment, spectroscopes, toolmakers' microscopes, contour-measuring projectors—are maintaining precision, increasing production and speeding deliveries in factories all across the nation. Gunfire control equipment—battleship rangefinders, aerial height finders, binoculars, photographic lenses—are of a quality, and on a production schedule, that merited award of the coveted Navy "E."

The skills acquired by Bausch & Lomb scientists and technicians through the company's 89 years are being concentrated in the service of America in her day of need.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY • ESTABLISHED 1853

AN AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION PRODUCING OPTICAL GLASS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR MILITARY USE, EDUCATION, RESEARCH, INDUSTRY AND EYESIGHT CORRECTION
FORTY YEARS OF HELPING THE FARMER WITH KNOWLEDGE

By Dr. W. H. CHANDLER

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

In 1900 the United States Department of Agriculture, state experiment stations, state agricultural colleges and secondary agricultural schools expended about two and a half million dollars, in 1940 more than a hundred and ten million dollars; this last includes the cost of vocational agriculture in high schools. In 1900 many of the colleges were still accepting students with little or no high-school training. Such subjects as mathematics, chemistry, physics and English were taught in courses about equivalent to those taught in high schools, and a considerable percentage of students enrolled in agricultural colleges were taking these courses to prepare for admission to other colleges. The teachers in agricultural subjects seemed to be exceptionally earnest and had developed forcefulness by their contact with robustly critical audiences at farmers' meetings. What most of them taught, excepting teachers in soil science, animal nutrition and entomology, was the result of reasoning from inadequate knowledge of plant and animal processes, experience of exceptional farmers who wrote for farm journals or talked in farmers' meetings and data from rather poor field trials that were beginning to be published.

Soon after 1900 new men were taken on rather